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PRESS RELEASE

FABRIC FOREST LAUNCHES THE ARBORLUX LAMP SERIES – ENTIRELY MADE FROM FOREST MATERIALS

STOCKHOLM, SWEDEN, 31 JANUARY 2024

Swedish company Fabric Forest is now launching a new product series featuring lamps entirely crafted from 
forest materials. The series includes a ceiling lamp and a floor lamp, complementing the existing range and 
aligning perfectly with the sustainable interior design concept.

Fabric Forest’s new lamps Arborlux Ceiling and Arborlux Floor are entirely crafted from forest materials.  
The frame is made of brown-stained wood, and the lamp shade’s Delta fabric is a two-colour weaving made  
of 100% paper yarn from wood fibre sourced from Swedish forests. The lamps also come with accessories  
such as textile-covered cords in various lengths and light sources.

Through a unique process of producing yarn and fabric from paper sourced from the Swedish forest,  
Fabric Forest manufactures environmentally friendly interior design products for both homes and public  
spaces. This versatile paper yarn is used across a range of interior products, developed and manufactured  
by Fabric Forest, including cushion covers, rugs, wallpapers and sound absorbers. Sustainability vision and  
a commitment to craftsmanship and quality were crucial elements when Fabric Forest, in collaboration with  
designer Anna Hörling, developed an original silhouette for the wooden lamp frame that seamlessly integrates 
with Fabric Forest’s textiles.

”For us, it’s essential to offer locally produced and renewable products of the highest quality,” says Yvette Gilbert, 
Brand Manager at Fabric Forest.

During Stockholm Design Week the 5–10th February, the new Arborlux lamp series will be showcased in  
Fabric Forest’s showroom at Timmermansgatan 16, where the products will also be available for purchase.  
Fabric Forest will also participate in the ”Farming Architects” exhibition at the Stockholm Furniture Fair the 
6–10th February, presenting the new lamps alongside the complete sustainable concept. The exhibition is  
organized by the architectural firm Jordens Arkitekter and takes place in stand A01-18.



ABOUT FABRIC FOREST

Fabric Forest pioneers in the creation and production of environmentally friendly interior products using  
textiles made from Swedish tree paper yarn. The company is part of Svenskt Konstsilke AB (SKS) and was  
founded with the vision to establish functional and aesthetically pleasing sustainable solutions. Through the 
use of recyclable materials and local manufacturing in Sweden, Fabric Forest minimizes its environmental  
impact while simultaneously promoting the Swedish forestry industry. The company strives to inspire and  
encourage the adoption of environmentally friendly alternatives for a sustainable future. 
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